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IJSSE proposes and fosters discussion on the evolution and
current developments in the field of system of systems and
systems engineering concepts, with emphasis on the
implications of the fact that new developments on technical
and non-technical systems are merging. This perspective
acknowledges the complexity of the current man-made,
ecological as well as societal systems, their interfaces and
socio-economic perspectives, in parallel with different
space-time scales, as well as the reflexive characteristic of
human systems.
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reports, case studies, conference reports, management reports,
book reviews, notes, commentaries, and news. Special Issues devoted to important
topics in complexity engineering, interdependencies among vital systems, technology
management and systems of systems engineering solutions will occasionally be published.
Topics covered include:
• Integrating complex meta-systems
• Interoperability, platform integration, system
architecture and information technology
• Metropolitan transportation system of
systems
• Sustainable development and large scale
system of systems integration, e.g.
technology, ecosystems, economics,
societal aspects

• Satellite technology assisting critical
infrastructures operation and secure
management
• Homeland security aspects and traceability
of large scale logistic systems
• National security as a system of systems
conceptualised approach
• Modelling and management in view of
extended dimensions and
interdependencies, etc.
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